President Todd Gives Highlights 
Of Trip to East

Returns Sunday From Elen- 
 thousand-Mile Six-
week Trip

Some interesting incidents of his eleventh-thousand mile, six-week trip 
through the eastern midwestern and southern states were related by 
President Edward H. Todd before the presen-
ting on the next morning prev-
sents. Dr. Todd told it in a more severe than any he encountered during his jour-

His first stop being at Flagen mi-
utes, where the trip's four-day stay lasted until the

President Todd spoke of the scien-
tific wonders he saw in the

Departure of six groups of students at the end of the summer session, and the opening of the fall term were his first subjects of remark.

The Mathematical faculty met at 9:00 a.m. in the chemistry lecture hall. Leaders spoke of the meeting's future.

The Medical faculty met at 10 a.m. in the library. The opening of the new medical building was discussed.

The Engineering faculty met at 11 a.m. in the engineering lecture hall. The new engineering building was discussed.

The Law faculty met at 12 p.m. in the law library. The opening of the new law building was discussed.

The Arts and Sciences faculty met at 1 p.m. in the arts and sciences library. The opening of the new arts and sciences building was discussed.

The Teachers College faculty met at 2 p.m. in the teachers college library. The opening of the new teachers college building was discussed.

The Business faculty met at 3 p.m. in the business library. The opening of the new business building was discussed.

The Students' Union met at 4 p.m. in the students' union library. The opening of the new students' union building was discussed.

The Alumni Association met at 5 p.m. in the alumni association library. The opening of the new alumni association building was discussed.

The Graduate School met at 6 p.m. in the graduate school library. The opening of the new graduate school building was discussed.

The New York faculty met at 7 p.m. in the new york faculty library. The opening of the new new york faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 8 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Texas faculty met at 9 p.m. in the texas faculty library. The opening of the new texas faculty building was discussed.

The Illinois faculty met at 10 p.m. in the illinois faculty library. The opening of the new illinois faculty building was discussed.

The Missouri faculty met at 11 p.m. in the missouri faculty library. The opening of the new missouri faculty building was discussed.

The Kansas faculty met at 12 a.m. in the kansas faculty library. The opening of the new kansas faculty building was discussed.

The Nebraska faculty met at 1 a.m. in the nebraska faculty library. The opening of the new nebraska faculty building was discussed.

The Iowa faculty met at 2 a.m. in the iowa faculty library. The opening of the new iowa faculty building was discussed.

The Wisconsin faculty met at 3 a.m. in the wisconsin faculty library. The opening of the new wisconsin faculty building was discussed.

The Minnesota faculty met at 4 a.m. in the minnesota faculty library. The opening of the new minnesota faculty building was discussed.

The South Dakota faculty met at 5 a.m. in the south dakota faculty library. The opening of the new south dakota faculty building was discussed.

The North Dakota faculty met at 6 a.m. in the north dakota faculty library. The opening of the new north dakota faculty building was discussed.

The Montana faculty met at 7 a.m. in the montana faculty library. The opening of the new montana faculty building was discussed.

The Idaho faculty met at 8 a.m. in the idaho faculty library. The opening of the new idaho faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 9 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 10 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 11 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 12 noon in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 1 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 2 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 3 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 4 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 5 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 6 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 7 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 8 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 9 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 10 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 11 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 12 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 1 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 2 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 3 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 4 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 5 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 6 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 7 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 8 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 9 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 10 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 11 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 12 noon in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 1 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 2 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 3 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 4 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 5 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 6 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 7 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 8 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 9 p.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 10 p.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 11 p.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 12 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.

The Washington faculty met at 1 a.m. in the washington faculty library. The opening of the new washington faculty building was discussed.

The California faculty met at 2 a.m. in the california faculty library. The opening of the new california faculty building was discussed.

The Oregon faculty met at 3 a.m. in the oregon faculty library. The opening of the new oregon faculty building was discussed.
The experimenters at the College of New York, has an aversion for spinach, and if I
wouldn't like it. But this isn't caused by

...is practically undefined in spite of fatigue, but increasingly frequents "blank" lapses

The Sawyer. If you should find any one trying

Confession

...happen to be students...
Enduring, "Brute," a few around loose but they usually recline on soft cushions."

"Got something else?"

Only thing is, we've been out here some time now, and apparently the old machines in the field are no longer in use.

"Bought a new one the other day," the man continued. "It's called the 'Husqvarna type.' Every part is on sale on your order list, and the parts are easy to find.

"Think the old machines in the field are no longer in use."
Fraternity Men Elect Officers; Plan Initiations
Clarence Johnson Heads Mu Chi; Amos Reed, Chi Nu President

Fraternity men at the University of Washington recently elected officers for the current year and also planned for the fall semester.

Clarence Johnson, the new Mu Chi president, attended the meeting. Other officers elected were: Robert Bond, treasurer; Charles O. Williams and Ralph Benson, treasurers; Walter Potter, corresponding secretary; Erskine, recording secretary; Weyerhaeuser, historian; Carl Reed, member of the group; and Robert Murnie, assistant secretary.

Thetas Announce Committee Dates
February 8th, 9th, and 10th for Spring Rushing: Frederic Loomis, Robert Bond, and Ralph Benson were elected to the executive committee.

WAA to Initiate "Sports' Day" Plan

A "Sports' Day" plan for the WAA will be initiated at the next meeting of the group, according to Miss Margaret Faulk, the new WAA president. The plan will include a display of different types of sports equipment, followed by a talk on the history of each sport.

Dates for Security Rush Tea Chosen

Final plans for the security tea are being finalized, with the date likely to be the weekend of February 3rd. The tea will include a display of different security guards and equipment, followed by a talk on the history of security in the United States.

YW Organization Plans to Present Series of Lectures

The YW organization has planned a series of lectures on various topics, including the history of women's rights and the future of the YWCA. The lectures will be presented by various speakers, including a representative from the League of Women Voters.

"Girls’ World" to Be Subject of Lectures

The YWCA will present a series of lectures on the history of women’s rights and the future of the YWCA. The lectures will be presented by various speakers, including a representative from the League of Women Voters.
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2615 Proctor

Central San Drug Co., Inc.
Free dispensing with payment of $7.50 out of 9!
FREE DELIVERY
6th Ave. at Pomeroy Ave. 0646

FRED SAYS:

After coastering in for a cup of hot chocolate...

"GOING TO TOWN"

"THE GARDEN OF GOLDFISH"

Glenda Farrell

SEP. 9

JUNE 10

JUNE 17

JUNE 23

JUNE 30

"BANJO ON MY KNEES"

"BAD HOLIDAY"

"SPAIN IN JULY"

"ANYTIME"

"SOUTH PACIFIC"

"THE LION KING"

"BAYFEST"

"SALTWATER FISH"

"BEAVER HUNTER"
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German Paintings
Attract Interest
In CPS Galleries

Russian Icons From Seattle Museum Also on Display

by Phyllis Hall

An extremely interesting collection of works on color by a group of modern German painters is to be held in the Sears of Jones Hall. Most German artists are romantic. They are less interested in form and more in themselves, and less and less也没 feeling to emotional values in their paintings and plastic considerations. Many contemporary artists follow the footsteps of Munch and early Durer. The works of Chaim Rebi is characterized by the use of intense colors. His Blue Horse is unique while "Magna Mosa" has a strikingly luminous quality that lends itself to the beauty of the color.

"The Woman Rising" by Oto Klinoda is an excellent color portrait done in oil. The works of Ernst Von Hellen are definitely in oil. His work always has a good feeling of vigor and movement. Other interesting paintings are by Paul Klee, Erich Heckel, Karl Hofer, and Lorenz E Johns.

In the most gallery is a collection of Engravings by Rembrandt. It has been arranged by the courtesy of the Seattle Art Museum. An exhibition of works in the Works of the Department.

The galleries are open each day from one until five p.m. Every one is invited to visit the exhibits.

Williamson to Lead Group

Dr. F. E. Williamson will again hold the leading position of the First Congregational church Sunday at the pulpit. The subject of the sermon is "The Christian and the Social Worker". The sermon will be delivered in the First Congregational church. The sermon will be delivered in the First Congregational church.

Y.W. to Present Play

A short play "According to the Book" will be presented by the Y.W. at a programme at the Y.W.C.A. Freshman combination at the Towne Hall on Thursday evening. The cast includes: Jim Doherty, Florence Ester and Mary A. Roe. The programme will follow a short lecture and Elama and Green will sing a solo.

Maude Royden, Sherwood Eddy
To Speak Feb. 7

Emergency Peace Campaign Leaders to Be Featured at First ME Church

Headlining the winter drive of the Emergency Peace Campaign, El Maude Royden, Britain's leading woman lecturer, will speak at the First Methodist church, Sunday evening, Feb. 7.

Sherwood Eddy is internationally known author and social and religious leader, and one of the leading spokesmen of his world. He is a member of the English College of Social Science and Pittsburg University.

Roe of the world's thirty-two nations is February and February are being directed towards securing adequate legislation for women—especially for education. The education of a woman is just as important as that of a man in any nation. The movement of public opinion on the status of women now has reached a point where it can, in for the dream of the dream of the women of the world.

The first group of association is to be held in the Consciousness of the Women's, International Congress on Woman's rights.

"The Three-Heroes," from eight to 7:30 a.m. at the Hotel compound church. The role of the church in the salvation of woman was conducted by the director of the American church. The church was attended by over 500,000, and over 500,000 people were present. The sermon was delivered in the First Congregational church.

The Collegiate Review

By Associated Collegiate Press

Students at Mount Holyoke College enjoy many more forms of entertainment than the average college student. Dr. T. K. W. Blackstone, professor of chemistry at the College, describes the various forms of entertainment that are enjoyed by the students. The students' activities include playing day games, and keeping a record of things that have been both entertaining and instructive.

A poetical competition was given the attention of the college. The students were able to keep their minds on the right track. The competition was made up of poems, and the poems were judged by the judges. The poems were judged by the judges. The poems were judged by the judges. The poems were judged by the judges. The poems were judged by the judges.

"What is the difference between the two groups of - the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke and the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke? The difference is in the direction of the competition. The competition of the college of Mount Holyoke is in the direction of the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke. The competition of the college of Mount Holyoke is in the direction of the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke. The competition of the college of Mount Holyoke is in the direction of the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke. The competition of the college of Mount Holyoke is in the direction of the competition of the college of Mount Holyoke.
Thirty seconds is play, the scoreboard reads CPS 58 and U. of.<p></p>of the referee's whistle blows a note of safety and time starts. A.<p></p>of the ball players, to their feet to go ahead Puget Sound their most stunning upset of the season so far. The defense and a determined defense that kept the game going long after the score was 21-12. Both teams played their best 255 of the University of Washington in the final score was 51-20. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half, Husky lead. The mixture of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half, Husky lead. The mixture of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half, Husky lead. The mixture of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game.

Boonewamper 2 Women's Hoop Teams, Undefined STANDINGS

**Frosh Red** .......................... 11
**Frosh Blue** .......................... 11
**Sophomores** .......................... 11
**Varsity Girls** .......................... 11

The outstanding coaching staff of many years--Coach Joe Shattuck moulding the team that won the University of Washington in the last quarter, scored the victory in the second round by scoring 21-12. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half, Husky lead. The mixture of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game.

---

Pacific Quilt Will Be First Conference Test

Voters will be able to start against Pacific tomorrow night. In that case Kyle Carpenter will be in the lineup that will face the Oregos and possibly George Pollock will be switched to center. After their sparkling showing against last week's opponent, the Puget Sounders, Polly and George Pollock will be favored over the Pacific Quilt. Polly will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game. The combination of Otto Smith, George Pollock, Bruce Harrett, Erle Tollefson and Bob Henshek that plagued the game came back on the line-up in the second period. The slower team appeared to be impaled, as they made too many unseated attempts to beat the game. The second half showed their ability to outplay the husky. The Huskies in the first half of the contest were 255. Despite the slow start, the University of Washington will be one of the key moments of the game.